
INFINITIVES AND GERUNDS 

 
1.FORM 

 

  Infinitive:   BE / TO BE    NOT TO BE 

          Gerund: BEING  NOT BEING 

 Participle:   BEEN            NOT BEEN 

 

2.  GERUND 
 

Use: It’s called gerund when a verb works as a noun. 

 

1. Subject: Listening to music is one of my hobbies  

Chewing gum is not allowed in the classroom. 

 

2. Direct Object. After some verbs  

Continue / enjoy / finish / like / dislike / love / hate / miss / prefer 

/ recommend / suggest   

 

3. After a preposition. Why do you insist on telling me the same 

story? 

 

4. After some expressions.  

Can’t help / can’t stand / feel like / it’s no use / be / get used to / 

look forward to / spend (time)/ don’t mind / Would mind  

 

 

3. INFINITIVE 
Use:   With TO  or without it. 

 

1. Subject. To leave now would be a mistake. (Specific Fact.) 

 

2. After some verbs. Agree / appear  /  decide / expect / hope / 

learn / manage / plan / promise / refuse / want / wish   

 

3. After adjectives. We were happy to see him (busy, ready, tired..) 

 It’s too young to get married (enough) 

It was very kina of you to visit us 

 



4. After the only / the last / the first…. 

         My father is always the first to get up. 

 

5. After wh- words.  

         I didn’t know where to go 

 

6. After the Indirect Object of verbs as:  

 

ADVISE, INVITE, TELL , WARN TEACH, WANT, PERSUADE  

      She persuaded me to join the team. 

 

7. Without TO. 

  After modal verbs and after verbs LET,  MAKE , HELP, HEAR , 

FEEL , SEE  

  I saw Jim leave the office 

  My parents don’t let me stay out late 

 

 

 

 

4. VERBS FOLLOWED BY INFINITIVE OR 

GERUND WITHOUT CHANGE OF MEANING. 
 

Begin   continue can’t bear  hate    like         love   

 prefer  start 

 

 

LIKE:    Like + ving: enjoy / like + inf.  : it’s a good idea 

   Would like + Infinitive 

 

PREFER : I prefer playing to watching tv. 

 

I  would prefer to drive home tonight rather than wait until 

tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



5. VERBS FOLLOWED BY INFINITIVE OR 

GERUND WITH CHANGE OF MEANING 
 

1. REMEMBER 
 

I remember going to the 1992 Olympic Games. ( I was there 

and  I haven’t forgotten it) 

I remembered to go to the chemist’s for you. 

 

2. FORGET 

 
Have you forgotten giving me the money? ( You gave me the 

money but you don’t remember it) 

Don’t forget to give me the money. (I haven’t received the 

money yet) 

 

3. TRY  

 
Why don’t we try pushing it?   ( make an experiment) 

  I tried to push the car.  ( make an effort) 

 

4. STOP  

 
I stopped eating meat five years ago. (I gave it up) 

 I stopped to have lunch. (I stopped, and then I had lunch) 

 

5. GO ON  

 
She went on talking. (continue) 

She went on to talk about her daughter. (Then she talked 

about her daughter) 

 

6. REGRET  

 
I regret saying that he was an idiot. (I apologise) 

I regret to say that I won’t be able to go to your meeting. 

(Sorry. I have to tell you that….) 

 

 


